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New Boxcryptor for iOS app allows to encrypt iCloud and integrates TouchID  

Boxcryptor, the cloud-optimized encryption solution, is now available in a new iOS 
version. The most important new feature of the German security solution is support for 
Apple’s iCloud. This allows iPhone and iPad users to encrypt their files before 
uploading them to the Apple server. Moreover the new app offers TouchID 
integration and offline support. 

Augsburg, 04/07/2015: Today the German IT security company Secomba released their new 
Boxcryptor for iOS app. The most important improvement of this version is support of Apple’s 
iCloud. From now on, iPhone and iPad users can encrypt their files with the awarded 
encryption software before storing them on Apple’s servers. Besides iCloud, Boxcryptor for iOS 
is also backing a wide range of other providers including Dropbox, Google Drive, and 
OneDrive.  

Another new feature is the integration of TouchID, which allows users to use their fingerprint as 
password alternative. This allows users to open the app in a simpler and faster way without 
having to remember a long password – the fingerprint will do. Moreover, files from other apps 
can now be opened in a more convenient way in the Boxcryptor app: Thanks to the 
“document picker” integration, the user does not have to complicatedly switch between the 
apps anymore to open another file. For users who want to utilize the app on the go, 
Boxcryptor for iOS now offers offline support. Files and directories which were already 
retrieved by the user, remain available even without internet connection. 

Additionally to these new features, Boxcryptor for iOS got a new, intuitive user interface, 
which is also optimized for the new iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus devices. Furthermore, the 
update includes the integration of the popular password manager Last Pass and 1Password. 
With this integration, users can generate and use long and complicated – and therefore 
more secure - passwords in an easy way. Thanks to the password manager they do not have 
to worry about sacrificing comfort while entering the password on a mobile device.   

Robert Freudenreich, CTO of Boxcryptor explains: “We have been working intensively on the 
new version of our iOS app during the past months. Besides the new iCloud support, we 
accomplished important internal code improvements that help us to deliver new versions 
faster and better than in the past. Now our iOS users can look forward to receiving faster 
updates in the future“  

Boxcryptor is available in a free basic version for personal use or single user licenses with more 
features. Corporations and teams also can benefit from the highest level of security made in 
Germany, with a focus on ease of use with its Company Packages. In contrast to the single 
user licenses, the Company Package offers additional features such as Master Keys, 
password reset, policies and a centralized management console. 
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Secomba GmbH – founded in 2011 and located in Augsburg- was supported in its startup period by the 
federal ministry of economy and technology with the EXIST- founder scholarship. In 2012 the German 
Telekom honored the company Secomba getting them the second place of the Telecom Innovation 
Award. 2014 Secomba received the German Founder Award in the category “startup”. 


